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and Isani (1993 edition) classification

i.e. DI catalogue number.



Pakistan was declared independent on the 14th

August 1947 a temporary arrangement for the 
use of Indian stamps and postal stationery, 

provisionally  overprinted PAKISTAN had been 
agreed reluctantly by the new Government. 

However, supplies of these items were delayed 
by the chaos that accompanied the transition 

of power. In this period a patriotic and symbolic 
postmark was introduced to cancel Indian 

stamps and postal until the provisional material 
was available.

The cover shown top right was issued on the first day of use of this postmark from Karachi.
The use of the 3 ½ annas stamp was probably for a privilege air-mail rate to the UK open to British national 
seconded to the Pakistan government to help and advise during transition. Thus this could  also be a first 

day airmail cover of the new nation! There is no delivery mark to prove this conclusively.

In The Beginning



Rear of cover sent to Lipton Tea 
Company, Bombay. Posted at 
Quetta on 17th August 1947

The Zindabad postmark is from Sialkot, 
21st August 1948. The 6anna Air Letter 

has a violet block letter overprint 
measuring 18.5mm by 2.5mm and is 

identified as D&I PH 256. This was 
applied at Sialkot

In The Beginning



No Zindabad Postmark or local 
hand-stamped stamps

A registered cover from Chittagong to Patiya. 
Cancelled with Experimental P.O. C380 cds. Also 

manuscript Refused in red ink.

Full size image of the postmarks on the reverse of 
the cover also a manuscript refused in blue ink



PAKISTAN overprint measures 
13.5mm X 3.0mm (+/- 0.25mm) and 
is very similar in general appearance 
to a Peshawar rubber die. The stamp 

is identified as D&I S203

From Khyber Agency Peshawar to Local Political Naik at 
Jamrud - 8th May 1948, at local post rate.

Jamrud is about 20km West of Peshawar towards the 
Khyber Pass. It was a toll collection station for traffic 

travelling over the Pass. 
The postmark is not fully readable but the outer 

inscription is Peshawar with five more letters.

Delivery mark on 
reverse of cover

Local Handstamps



Nasik Machine Overprints

Above
D&I 4 and D&I 13 used to cover 
registered airmail charges to UK.

Below
D&I 12 and D&I 7 used  to cover registered 

airmail charges to UK 



Local Handstamps

A front only showing the use local Peshawar overprints D&I H333 
and H333a. Can anyone read the address?



Local Handstamps

A Half Anna surcharged postcard locally overprinted with PAKISTAN in black serif letters. Overprint is 18 X 2.25 mm = DI P55
This matches the Chittagong item recorded in DI but the half anna surcharge is over the deleting lines which do match 
those illustrated in the illustration.  It seems that original surcharge and the deleting surcharge were not well supervised!



Postal stationary post card surcharged nine pies block letters 
with stop (21.5 X 3mm).  The Pakistan overprint is serif 

letters 14 X 2mm. This very similar to D&I P36. This item 
originated from Chittagong was refused Cox’s Bazar on 

delivery on 28th June 1950 
The 6As 9p postage was probably a registered postcard rate.

The reverse showing the faint violet  Chittagong court 
stamp. The Urdu script has not been translated but is 

probably  court order of some sort.

Used   after the official demonetisation of  
Pakistan Overprints



Used   after the official demonetisation of  
Pakistan Overprints

A similar post-card to the previous slide but from Dohazari, a small town ~30km ESE of Chittagong.  
The card is D&I P36 the additional stamps give 6As 9p postal rate cover the registration and delivery 
charges. The date of use is 12th May 1950 which was almost three months after the Government 

had ordered the destruction of remaining stocks of over-printed material.


